
•  Glioblastoma (GBM):  
-  most common form of malignant brain tumors in adults. 
-  characterized by extensive cell heterogeneity. 

 
•  GBM cell plasticity, a source of intratumoral heterogeneity that defies therapeutic targeting 

-  GBM cells adapt their functioning to variations in their microenvironment and to therapies.  
-  As a result, GBM cells coexist in various functioning states, with respect to stem-like, proliferation,migration, pro-angiogenic, drug 

resistance, or tumorigenic/tumor-initiating capacities.   

•  Variations in cell metabolic activities accompany and also drive changes in cell functioning state.  
-  Metabolism dependence on enzymatic activities makes it a highly relevant therapeutic target.  

 
Our aim: Obtain a systemic view of the metabolic pathways at play within patient tumors in link with cell functioning states, 

starting with the tumorigenic state 

CONCLUSIONS 

1.  Information dispersed throughout the cell transcript repertoire encodes the tumor identity. 

2.  Data reduction based on a molecular signature unmasks information on cell tumorigenic potential. 

3.  Specific amino acid and lipid metabolic pathways distinguish GBM cells with high tumorigenic potential. 
 
4.  ELOVL2, a key enzyme for very long chain-PUFA synthesis, is required for GBM cell tumorigenicity. 

Metabolic modules distinguishing glioblastoma cells in distinct functioning states identified from single cell analyses 
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4. Specific amino acid and lipid metabolic pathways distinguish 
GBM TumHIGH cells and tissues. 

1. Unsupervised analysis results in cancer cells grouping by tumor of origin. 

3. Data reduction based on a molecular signature unmasks information linked to cell    
tumorigenic potential. 
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2. Information dispersed throughout the cell transcript repertoires encodes the tumor identity. 

Specific metabolic pathways at play within the patient tumors 
in link with cell tumorigenic state  

INTRODUCTION 

Gene ontology analysis of the metabolism genes identified among 
genes overexpressed in both GBM TumHIGH cells and tissues 

STRATEGY 

•  Unicellular transcriptomes 

-  scRNA-seq dataset from Darmanis et al, 2017 
4 patient GBM 
1033 GBM cells 
2417 normal cells 

 
-  scRNA-seq dataset from Neftel et al, 2019 

20 patient GBM 
4916 GBM cells 

 

•  Tissue transcriptomes 

GBM tissue dataset from TCGA 
155 patient GBM tissues 
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5. ELOVL2, a key enzymatic component of VLC-PUFA synthesis, is     
necessary for GBM cell tumorigenicity.  

High ELOVL2 expression associated 
with patient worse survival. 

Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test. 
 6501 genes overexpressed in 

TumHIGHvs TumLOW cells 

2896 genes overexpressed in 
TumHIGHvs TumLOW tissues 

6869 genes overexpressed in 
TumHIGHvs TumLOW cells 

Cell grouping based on a tumorigenic signature composed of 5 transcription factors, 
each shown experimentally to be required for GBM cell tumorigenicity (Bogeas et al, 2018). 
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B    High overlap  between genes overexpressed in TumHIGH vs TumLOW cells determined 
from independent datasets  

C    High overlap  between genes overexpressed in TumHIGH vs TumLOW cells and tissues 

ELOVL2 knockdown 
 

Decreased proliferation 
 

Impaired tumorigenicity 

ELOVL2 knockdown impairs tumorigenicity in vivo 

A link between Very Long Chain PolyUnsaturated Fatty Acids and 
GBM cell tumorigenicity 

ELOVL2 at the densest node of the gene 
regulatory network 

ELOVL2 
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Downsampling gene numbers 

Number of genes 

Each point correspnds to genes randomly selected 
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Normalized Mutual Information (NMI*) 

GBM cells Normal cells 

*The NMI measures the 

contribution of cells issued from 

distinct tumors to each cluster. 

NMI is expected null when each 

tumor contributes equally to each 

cluster. 

Identification of two major cell clusters with low and high tumorigenic potential  A 


